Notes: Arrow A represents the direct effect of the offspring's genotype on the phenotypes, B1 and B2 represent the dynastic (direct) effect of the parents' phenotypes on the offspring's outcomes, and C1 and C2 are the association of parents' phenotypes due to assortative mating and unmeasured population stratification. Our estimates of bivariate chip-heritability may overestimate A, because of the contribution of dynastic effects, assortative mating and population stratification. Tables S8 and S9 and are from the GWAS on number of years of education (EduYears). Notes: Robust standard errors, * odds-ratios reported, $ mean differences reported. Interactions indicate the association of the allele score outcome in children of high socioeconomic position fathers. Adjusted analysis includes first twenty principal components of the genotype matrix. Notes: * Odds-ratios reported. Robust standard errors. Adjusted analysis includes first twenty principal components of the genotype matrix. Genome-wide allele score normalized to mean zero standard deviation one. Notes: Robust standard errors. Adjusted analysis includes first twenty principal components of the genotype matrix. Genome-wide allele score normalized to mean zero standard deviation one. Notes: * Mean differences reported, $ odds-ratios reported. Robust standard errors. Adjusted analysis includes first twenty principal components of the genotype matrix. Cragg-Donald F-statistic reported. Genome-wide allele score normalized to mean zero standard deviation one. Notes: Genome-wide allele score normalized to mean zero standard deviation one.
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